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Cat-Nr: MASTEROFFIEL

Master of fields

Artikel info:-

	While Lukas was walking on his meadow, he found a good
reason to be
surprised; Ramon was lying there on the lawn, which was
intended for his
Simmental cattle. The young boy was stubborn, so Lukas had
to show him
who is the master of fields. Powerhouse vs powerhouse. But
there was
just one big difference; Lukas is older than Ramon, and from
this it
follows that he has way more fighting experience. Lukas has
had more
than 50 fights at Fightplace and some boxing fights in his free
time
too, so he is not only a good wrestler but a good boxer as
well. So we
knew that Ramon would reach his limits and be unable to
contest Lukas.
But he didn't want to give in. If Lukas got too careless, Ramon
was able
to counter, however most of the time he had to accept some
painful
defeats. Lukas performed many of his tricks; we saw some
nice
camel-clutches, schoolboy and bully pins and some fantastic
ball-crushing scissors. He also showed us his painful shaking
scissors,
which Ramon was unable to handle. "Poor Ramon" is the only
thing we
could say, but maybe his next fight will be better.

Play length approx - 55 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Master of fields :

shipping method
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Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Sunday 26 April, 2015
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